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Parkside Trail

Aaliyah Taylor, owner of Exalting Beauty, REV client

Commerce Center Development

MISSION

REV creates vibrant commercial districts.
VISION

Birmingham is the most vibrant urban
market in the Southeast where everyone
can realize their dreams.
20th Street North

House Plant Collective, REV client

David Fleming, CEO
History often leads us to points of necessary change. Birmingham

the theme for the whole year). We sought out and worked with part-

celebrates its 150th birthday in 2021. Looking back, we can see that we

ners in dozens of organizations across the city to share information and

made it through many times that pushed us to change—from post-war

maximize impact. In 2020, we laid the groundwork for and validated our

economic diversification to the Civil Rights Movement to our need to

strategic plan to set 2021 up to be a year of even bolder action for REV.

redefine our future beginning in the early 2000s—and we’ve always
emerged as a better city because of the struggle. 2020, with an unpre-

Our work strengthens places, creates experiences, and supports

dictable pandemic and resounding calls for social justice, marked the

business owners—because all these things are necessary to create

latest moment that demands change.

authentic, inclusive, vibrant commercial districts. Support from yaysayers like you help us keep this work going, especially through points

I’m proud of what the REV Birmingham team accomplished last year.

of necessary change. REV’s work is helping Birmingham emerge from

We knew that the places where we focus—Birmingham’s City Center,

2020 with a spirit of resilience and collaboration that strengthens us

The Switch, and Woodlawn—and the stakeholders in them would need

beyond it.

support. We leaned into our core values, like community leads > design feeds (listening first, then designing programs to address needs),

We choose to be hopeful. We will be impactful. And we are grateful to

inclusion (support for all people and lowering barriers for minority- and

you for your love of Birmingham and your support of REV’s mission.

women-owned businesses), and daring problem solving (pretty much

Here’s to a vibrant 2021!

Strengthening Places
Helping developers
develop Birmingham
REV’s catalytic development team moved along many development
projects in 2020. Sometimes developers come to us with specific
permitting or incentives questions, and sometimes they’re looking for
guidance all the way from visioning to project completion. No matter
what is needed, we love playing a role big or small in helping developers develop Birmingham in ways that honor historical context and
community character. In 2020, we helped cast community-centric
visions for projects like Orchestra Partners’ Parkside West and Powell
Avenue Steam Plant. We guided clients through city processes to get
Novare’s Foundry Yards under construction. Our help on projects like
these means developers have the tools they need to answer market
opportunities, leading to more spaces that
bring life to Birmingham!

After a $24 million renovation, the American Life
Lofts opened in 2020 with 140 apartments designed
for downtown’s workforce.

In January 2020, REV led partners from 14 organizations to launch The Switch—a new
brand, complete with a website full of resources, for Birmingham’s innovation district.
Building off the momentum initiated by Innovation Depot, The Switch includes the blocks
immediately around the startup incubator and moves outward from there. The Switch is
a place for innovators and startups to go—both physically and digitally—for information,
resources and community. Now, partners in the Northwest Downtown Quadrant, including The Switch and the Civil Rights District which are called out as areas of opportunity
in the 2019 City Center Master Plan—are creating an action plan to strategically grow the

The Switch:

districts in tandem. See more information at nwbhamplan.com, and stay tuned to REV’s
newsletter and social media channels for updates in 2021!

Birmingham’s epicenter
of innovation

The REV team tours the new headquarters of Biso Collective, a venture between
Birmingham entrepreneur Dave Gray and EBSCO Industries that acquires and
builds Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) companies, on 1st Avenue North in The Switch.

The name The Switch has layered meaning
for this district. The blocks around Innovation Depot originally came to life as a railroad switchyard, and the oldest buildings
still trace the curve of the former tracks.
Now, The Switch speaks to the information
that flows here. Birmingham has made a
‘switch’ from our industrial roots to a tech
and innovation-based economy, which is
building a more vibrant and sustainable future for our city.
David Fleming, REV Birmingham President and CEO

Northwest Downtown Quadrant Master Plan
in partnership with Urban Impact

115

The Northwest Downtown Quadrant of Birmingham, Alabama is home to two

FOCUS GROUP
PARTICIPANTS

districts that are critical to the economic and cultural future of Birmingham: the
Civil Rights District and The Switch (Innovation District). Working with Urban
Impact Inc., REV Birmingham, the Mayor’s Office of the City of Birmingham,
& Alabama Power, and in close collaboration with local community, the consultant team (led by MKSK) will produce a development master plan for the
Northwest Quadrant. The planning process, which launched in 2020, will be

125
SURVEY
RESPONSES

completed this year.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

BUILD ON LOCAL STRENGTHS

BUILD FOR PEOPLE

BUILD LONG-TERM VALUE

June 2020 — August 2020

Sept 2020 — Dec 2020

January 2021 — June 2021

Community Assets
and Opportunities

Economic Opportunity and
District Development

Catalytic Projects
and Value Capture

The strategies for the revitalization and re-

The key to success for the Civil Rights Dis-

When planned and designed well, the street

development of the Civil Rights District and

trict and The Switch will be to anchor every

networks, infrastructure, and public spaces

The Switch must be faithful to the historical,

recommendation around creating a place

that comprise the public realm provide the

cultural, and social qualities that are unique

for people. Decades of research has brought

foundation on which community life and

to this part of the Birmingham community.

to light the role that our neighborhoods and

private investment is built. By identifying

By carefully discerning and then building on

built environment play in shaping our expe-

key public investments, civic-minded private

these authentic qualities, we can encourage

riences and life outcomes and the streets,

investment, and the tools to build community

civic pride, community stewardship, and a

the buildings, and the public spaces of the

assets and equity, the Civil Rights District

strong sense of place.

NW Downtown quadrant must be crafted for

and The Switch will be positioned for long-

people first.

term, equitable growth and competitiveness.

Sept 2020 — Dec 2020

SocialVenture
In 2020, REV worked to make
SocialVenture a safer place to
meet and work.
Hand sanitizer stations
No-touch handles on doors
Bipolar Ionic Air Purifier that attacks impurities & contagions
Outdoor work/meeting space in our courtyard and patio

You can support REV’s work by making your meeting
room reservations for 2021! meetinwoodlawn.com

CAP’s clean and
safe response
Downtown’s CAP Clean and Safe program, funded by the City
Center District Management Corporation, was a constant for
the community in 2020. CAP Ambassadors used their tools and
data to proactively patrol the district and respond to reports and
requests from property owners. Ambassadors took on disinfecting high-touch surfaces in the business district, including door
handles to businesses, bike-locking stations, bus stops, crosswalk
buttons, trash can tops, and railings around sidewalk dining areas.
CAP also partnered with One Roof to coordinate education and
sanitation services for people who are unsheltered, and manned
temporary handwashing stations in areas where unsheltered
citizens frequent. Additionally, CAP launched a new program
offering—free Via rides to remove the transportation barrier that
prevents people experiencing homelessness from receiving the
services they need.

UrbanMain’s
community support
REV’s Woodlawn Urban Main Community Facilitators have always
been awesome. In 2020, Jason Avery, Bekah Fox, and Alycia
Levels-Moore—with support from more REV team members—
went above and beyond to find meaningful ways to meet Woodlawn
business owners’ needs. We took Woodlawn Street Market virtual,
then spaced out to meet safely (more on that later). We launched
Woodlawn Emerge to coach seven entrepreneurial neighborhood
residents toward business growth milestones—with plans to create
more cohorts in the future. And the second annual Windows of
Woodlawn decorating competition brought holiday cheer to the end
of 2020 and extra vibrancy to the business district.

Slutty Vegan
a win for Woodlawn
REV, which owns several commercial spaces in Woodlawn, sold one of
its buildings in December 2020 to Pinky Cole, owner of the explosively popular Slutty Vegan restaurants. Woodlawn is the fourth location,
and the first outside Georgia, for the Atlanta-based restaurant whose
comfort-food, plant-based burgers have changed the way people think
about vegan food. REV’s property ownership strategy supports our
mission to create vibrant commercial districts in two ways: (1) by getting
rid of blighting influences and (2) being a catalyst for a business mix
that improves residents’ quality of life while providing growth opportunities for small business owners, particularly those that are minority/
women-owned or disadvantaged. Property ownership by a business
owner builds community investment and family wealth, which is good
for Woodlawn and the business owner. Along with the community and
our partners at Woodlawn Foundation, we’re thrilled to welcome a new
From left: David Fleming, REV Birmingham President and CEO; Birmingham
Mayor Randall Woodfin; Keeyah Johnson, Executive Assistant to Cole; Pinky
Cole, Slutty Vegan ATL CEO and Founder; Jason Crain, Slutty Vegan Chief
Revenue Officer; Abra Barnes, Qualifying Broker at Barnes & Associates; and
Mashonda Taylor, Woodlawn Foundation Executive Director.

business owner to Woodlawn!

Creating Experiences
REV Birmingham partnered with Orchestra Partners and the Birmingham Department of Transportation to launch Parkside Trail, a
temporary conversion of 1st Avenue South into a car-free trail for
walkers, runners, (even roller-skaters!) and cyclists. The trail created
more space for people to put six feet between themselves and other
Railroad Park visitors to safely exercise. Every Saturday and Sunday
in May 2020, we transformed more than ½ mile of street space into
Parkside Trail using temporary road paint, light traffic cones and barricades. The trail was modeled after The Open Streets Project, which
has been reclaiming streets across the country since 2011 to demon-

Parkside Trail

strate demand for better multimodal infrastructure. Parkside Trail, a
natural western extension of the Rotary Trail, was not only a temporary relief measure during the pandemic but also a trial for a potential
long-term solution for a safer, more walkable urban district.

11,744

99

80

S.F. OF STREET SPACE
RECLAIMED FOR
PEDESTRIANS

LITERS OF TEMPORARY
PAINT USED

HOURS OF SAFE STREET
USE FOR NON-CAR
TRANSPORTATION

A new look for 20th Street North,
starting with a quarter-block

160 new plants, highlighting native
species and requiring 50% less water
and maintenance.

11
TONS OF GRAVEL

10
20

TABLES

CHAIRS

20th Street North
Improvements
Partners and sponsors: ASLA, CCDMC,
City of Birmingham, Hunter Trees, Shelby GC,
B&G Equipment & Supply, Vulcan Materials Company,
Alabama Outdoors

504

47

100%

STAFF AND
VOLUNTEER HOURS

YEARS SINCE LAST 20TH
STREET IMPROVEMENTS

THUMBS UP FROM
SURVEY RESPONSES

REV Birmingham teamed up with American

public space designers, our team started

Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)

with a demonstration block near Trattoria

members, the City of Birmingham,

Zaza. We introduced flexible and attractive

and the City Center District Management

seating; fresh landscaping with native plants;

Corporation (CCDMC) to transform a quarter

reclaimed pedestrian space to extend the

block of 20th Street North in September

sidewalk; and multimodal street design that

2020. The new design will eventually extend

accommodates bike/scooter travel and sets

along 20th from Morris Avenue to Linn Park.

aside a flex lane for uses like food truck setup,

Working with professional landscape and

valet, or loading zones.

Supporting
Business
Owners

1,246
62%
707
320
222%
6

total clients served this year

were female or minority clients

registered for workshops
Aisha Taylor of “Element and Vibe” and “Bridge + Root”

received one-on-one coaching

increase in clients served over 2019

businesses assisted with Shared Space Permits

Sarah Schlund, who co-owns Beehive Baking Company
with husband Caeden Oliver, wrote to tell us . . .

I’ve enjoyed the Rebound classes and I so appreciate all of the
effort you have put into making them happen for us all. Every time I
take a class I think, ‘I can’t believe these are free.’
It’s been so great to feel a bit more connected to the small business
community again lately, and the class topics you are presenting
are just so perfectly and thoughtfully selected. It feels good to get
the wheels turning and to feel a little bit more inspired again after
months of just trudging through the craziness.”

13

REV Resiliency
Series workshops

22

workshops through
Rebound partnership

MOST POPULAR 2020 WORKSHOPS

Navigating the CARES Act with John Pickering

Rebound Bham
partnership expands
business growth and
retention impact

Leading Through COVID and Beyond with Dave Gray
Instagram Like You Own it With Mindy Rohr
20 Steps to Launching Your Small Business with REV team

In partnership with 16 other organizations, we launched Rebound
Bham in 2020. We and our partners are dedicated to supporting small
business owners and aspiring entrepreneurs in rebounding from the
pandemic and reconnecting with their dreams. Through virtual work-

REBOUND PARTNERS

shops, social media events, coaching sessions, and resources, the
team has helped small business owners achieve milestones to retain,
sustain, and expand their business.

Alabama Small Business Development Center
Birmingham Business Alliance
Birmingham Business Resource Center
Birmingham Small Business Council
City of Birmingham
Create Birmingham
Hispanic Interest Coalition of Alabama – ¡HICA!
Hope Enterprise Corporation/Hope Credit Union
Lift Fund

Operation Hope
Pathway Lending
REV Birmingham
SBA
Sabre Finance
The Paije Group
Trufund
Urban Impact

Business owner Schenika Smith of Nika’s Naturals Skin and Hair Care

Woodlawn Street Market
57

vendors featured in virtual marketplace (21 first-time vendors)

53

vendors at in-person markets (13 first-time vendors)

7k

in sales at two in-person markets

$

5

goes virtual
and
p a
s
c e s

out

Taylor Hill, owner of Cutitup Snipitt

businesses helped moving to online marketplace

A product of the partnership between REV Birmingham and Woodlawn
Business Association, the market usually draws big crowds to 55th Place in
downtown Woodlawn every other month beginning in April. COVID-19 meant
fewer in-person markets, but the Woodlawn Street Market team made so
much lemonade from the lemons of 2020. In response to CDC guidance and
out of concern for the community, we canceled the April, June, and August
markets. Instead, the WSM team turned their attention to creating a new virtual marketplace that launched in June. Vendors with online shopping options
will continue to be featured at woodlawnstreetmarket.com well beyond the
pandemic. Then, as clearer guidance emerged about how to safely host an
outdoor event, the team mapped out a COVID-19 safety plan for masks, tent
set-up, and foot traffic flow to ensure all vendors and visitors stayed safely
Melissa Gay of Bemele Candles

spaced. Woodlawn Street Market hosted in-person markets in October and
December, and the team hopes to use the safety plan to successfully execute
a full market schedule in 2021.

The Great Receipt Race
AUGUST, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER 2020

REV worked with a talented local
artist to produce a vibrant poster
that many Birmingham businesses
displayed throughout the Great
Receipt Race. Erin LeAnn Mitchell
painted a colorful, shopping bag-laden
receipt runner traversing the city to
help REV promote the shop-local
initiative.

Incentivizing shopping
local in COVID times
REV launched The Great Receipt Race—sponsored by Poole and

$44k
IN LOCAL SALES
SUBMITTED

Co., Verizon, Bham Now, and iHeart Media—to incentivize buying from local retailers and restaurants. Over a combined three
months, the REV team threw ourselves into finding creative ways
to highlight local businesses and send customers their way. The
Great Receipt Race invited shoppers to submit photo proof of their
local purchases via text. REV randomly selected prize winners
weekly from all the shoppers who texted in receipts—and shared
fun prizes from local products to local business gift cards to keep
the support going!
Throughout the program (and 2020 overall), the REV Communications team highlighted bsiness owners in our blog and on social
media, sharing their products offerings and their stories. 2020
taught us that, now more than ever, shopping local matters! If
you’d like to keep up with REV and the stories we’re telling, follow
us on social or check out at our blog.

revbirmingham.org/news

$1.5k
IN LOCAL PRIZES
AND GIFT CARDS
DISTRIBUTED

912
LOCAL RECEIPTS
SUBMITTED

Many Thanks
to our 2020 Investors
$100,000 and above
City of Birmingham
$50,000—$99,999
Mike & Gillian Goodrich Foundation
Regions Financial Corporation
Wells Fargo Foundation
$25,000—$49,999
Alabama Power Foundation
BBVA Foundation
The Daniel Foundation of Alabama
Green Rock
PNC
$10,000—$24,999
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama The Caring Foundation
Brasfield & Gorrie
Medical Properties Trust
Protective Life Foundation
Renasant Bank
Shipt
Spire
Susan Mott Webb Charitable Trust
Truist
Verizon
Vulcan Materials Company Foundation
$5,000—$9,999
Alexander Group
America’s First Federal Credit Union
Arlington Properties
Bayer Properties
Cooper Construction
Corporate Realty
Ladd Real Estate
Landing
LMS Investment Management

O’Neal Industries
Orchestra Partners
Poole and Company Architects
ProAssurance
South State Bank
Valley National Bank

David Loper
Royal Cup Coffee and Tea
RSM US LLP
$500 - $999

Balch & Bingham, LLP
BancorpSouth
Barge Design Solutions
BIG Communications
Butler Snow
Children’s of Alabama
Harbert Realty Services
Maynard Cooper & Gale, PC
John Pickering
Rives Construction Company
Schoel Engineering
ServisFirst Bank
VIVA Health
WatsonBruhn Builders, LLC

Keith Barfield
Richard Berliner
Patrick Briles
Carol Clarke
Cornerstone Revitalization Group
Dan and Rebecca Scullin Charitable Fund
Fitz-Thors Engineering
Robert Fuqua
Lake Martin Fund
Meyer Electric Supply Company
Wil Puckett
Regional Planning Commission of Greater
Birmingham
Relay Accounting Management
Southpace Properties
The ULEC Exchange
Emily Wykle

$1,000 - $2,499

$1 - $499

Adams Design Associates
Alice M. Bowsher Fund
AT&T
Deepa Bhate
Birmingham Association of Realtors
Joel Blackstock
C. Eugene Ireland Foundation
Anil Chadha
Colliers International
Jill Deer
Dobbins Group
Dunn Investment Company
EGS Commercial Real Estate
Gresham Smith & Partners
David Kassouf
Kassouf & Co
Libby Lassiter
LBYD, Inc.
Leavell Investment Management

Stephen Allen
Reynolds Anderson
Elizabeth Barbaree-Tasker
Barnes & Associates
Barton-Matese Giving Fund
Jennifer Beall
Caron Bellestri
Robert Buddo
Ed Briscoe
Mary Burchart
Meredith Ray Calhoun
Matt Campbell
CCR Architecture & Interiors
Ray Clark
Community Bag Program
Selena Rogers Dickerson
Harold Fleming
James Hardy
Tyler Huddle

$2,500 - $4,999

How we leverage your investment

8.35% Prog ram Supplies

10.92% Progr am Oper ations

4.97% Prog ram Admi n
Numbers represented are Unaudited,
Accrual Basis for Calendar Year 2020.

LeDon Jones
David Kim
Joyce Lanning
Loop & Tie
Mariam Massoud
Randall Minor
Mac Moorer
Melodi Morrissette
Daniel Neumann
Marilyn Palmer
Lauren Patterson
Josh Petty
Patty Pilkerton
Danielle Roberts
Atticus Rominger
Schneider Historic Preservation, LLC
Reed Sellers
Terrance Shepherd
Carol Smith
Garland Smith
Allan Solomon
Britney Summerville
Linda Verin
Foster Ware
Nick Willis
In-kind
Alabama Outdoors
B&G Equipment and Supply
BhamNow
Dix.Hite+Partners
Father Nature Landscapes
Fermob
Golightly Landscape Architecture
Goodwyn Mills Cawood
Hunter Trees
iHeartMedia
Macknally Land Design
Maynard Cooper & Gale, PC
Renta Urban Land Design
Shelby General Contractors
Studio A Design
Vulcan Materials Company

